


"Our highest aim must be to develop young people who are able of themselves to impart purpose and direction to their lives”



CONFIDENT, CAPABLE, CREATIVE.
ARTICULATE, SOCIALLY AWARE,
RESPONSIBLE. We are incredibly proud
of our pupils at Michael Hall School.
They love to learn. They embrace the
world and new experiences. They work
hard, not only for themselves but for the
wider community. They achieve out-
standing academic results.
Our education at Michael Hall is unique.
From the Early Years through to Class
12, our teaching addresses the whole
human being - body, soul and spirit. Our
rich and broad curriculum attaches equal
importance to the crafts, the arts and
intellectual achievement.

This art of teaching is inspired by the
work of Rudolf Steiner, strongly under-
pinned by his deep understanding of
child development. Pupils learn the right
thing at the right time. They learn how
to think, not what to think. They have the
confidence to pursue life with purpose.



A young child's need to move is fundamental. Having space to run,
skip and climb –  to stretch out and test balance and co-ordination -

enables the child to master the physical body.

A large part of the morning is spent outside in nature, in our
gardens, on our walks, on expedition days, playing in the woods,

building fires, visiting the orchard and school garden.



Early Years
A CHILD'S LEARNING is directly connected to the physical body and
sensory experience - everything a child sees, hears and touches has an
effect. In Early Years, we give the child clean, orderly, beautiful and
peaceful surroundings, with natural materials and warm textures.

We provide varied and nourishing opportunities for self-directed
learning - for a young child’s means of learning is through imitation, not
instruction. In fostering this environment, the relationship between
kindergarten and parents is central. Teachers strive to support and offer
guidance to parents, with the ideal of providing consistency for each child.



Play is a young child's work. Studies show that children
who play well demonstrate higher intellectual

competence, longer attention span and more innovative
and creative thinking.

Conscious attention is paid to protecting and
nurturing the child's delicate senses within a

beautiful and homely environment.



Stillness, peace and time to be in the
natural world are essential for

experiencing the wonders of life.



Steiner Early Years education offers
an unhurried, creative and

naturally stimulating environment,
where children are given time to

unfold at their own pace.







The Lower School

CHILDREN JOIN THE LOWER SCHOOL between the ages of 6 and 7, when changes
in the way they move, communicate, and work with their hands show they are
ready for classroom learning. They learn, grow and develop under the steady
guidance and loving authority of the Class Teacher, who ideally remains with the
child for the eight-year journey through the Lower School. This continuity allows
for a quality of differentiation in teaching that is unique to Steiner Waldorf education.



EACH DAY in the Lower School begins with the Main Lesson, when a subject
or topic from the curriculum is explored in depth for up to four weeks. These
Main Lesson blocks, carefully chosen to resonate with the child's age and
developmental stage, foster a sense of continuity and purpose to learning.
Through the school years, pupils will revisit these topics in greater depth
and with an increasingly mature approach.

From Class 1, children learn through doing, in a growing range of Subject
Lessons, including  Languages, Music, Painting, Handwork, Drama, Eurythmy,
Gym and Gardening. The rhythm of learning - indoors and outdoors - allows
time for pupils to process information and experience in a truly meaningful way.





Gardening is a realm with its own laws and
complexities, skills and techniques. Active work with

nature challenges the pupil to work with the cycles of
the year, with the long periods between cause and
effect, and to appreciate the scale of these natural

processes.



Observing and  working
with the natural world
through the seasons...

forming strong
foundations for a deep

understanding in so many
subjects - science, art,
geography, history,

ecology, maths, creative
writing and more.



Carefully selected class trips, activities and projects help
pupils develop a personal connection to the world,
to nature, to the community and the individual.



“Provision for pupils who may experience learning
difficulties is outstanding.... Individual education plans are

of outstanding quality, and include indications of what
parents can do to support their children and, for older

pupils, how they can develop their work.”
OFSTED 2012



STUDENTS JOIN THE UPPER SCHOOL at  the age of 14, taking a range of GCSEs
and A levels, alongside an extensive programme that includes music, movement,
drama, arts and crafts. Our aim is to support each individual to develop independent
thinking, sound judgement and a sense of social responsibility.

The education, taught by experts in their field, nurtures the students' development
and supports their emerging ideals through a curriculum that is rich in breadth and
depth. Main Lessons are taught in three-week blocks of study, and topics are
selected for their appeal and relevance to each age group. This daily focus brings
inspiration and understanding to the students' education.

The Upper School



“Pupils make good progress and their
achievement in GCSE exceeds that of pupils

nationally. Those who continue to AS and A2
levels have a range of subjects, including core,
foundation and modern foreign languages, to
extend their learning. They achieve well, with

the majority choosing to continue their studies
in tertiary education.”

OFSTED 2012
O



In Science, authority and dogma must be subservient to the evidence in nature. Our ideas have to be left loose enough to grow and change.



“It is art that awakens
intelligence to full life.
With our intellect we
merely comprehend

nature; it takes artistic
feeling to experience it.”

Rudolf Steiner



From fairy tales to Shakespeare, Drama is woven into the curriculum from the
very beginning. Pupils experience the transformative power of artistic process.

They gain socially from team-work. They are enriched culturally by the content.



Eurythmy is an artistic
form of movement unique
to Steiner Waldorf schools.

Music and speech take
form in gesture throughout
the years, culminating in

the Class 12 performance,
which brings older and

younger  pupils together
on stage.



“Michael Hall enables both boys
and girls to show enjoyment and
engagement, as well as achieving

high levels of success in music and
the creative and expressive arts,
which are of a high standard.”

OFSTED 2012



Physical education assists
the development of the

child's sense of movement,
spatial awareness, sense of

balance and inner
equilibrium, as well as the

sense of bodily well-being. It
is considered integral to the

whole school curriculum.



The Class 9 Work
Projects provide
the opportunity
for students to
contribute to

their school in a
meaningful way,

learning new
practical skills,

working
together,

transforming the
school  buildings

and  grounds.

“The breadth of the curriculum ensures that all pupils have opportunities to learn
in different ways and to develop a range of basic skills and techniques, for example,

in crafts and gardening, alongside their wider academic development.”
OFSTED 2012



“We love Michael Hall. From the moment you arrive in the grounds, an air
of calm surrounds you. Children seem overwhelmingly full of happiness and
delight. Parents, teachers and staff are incredibly welcoming and friendly.”

“My daughter started Michael Hall in her early teens. Within days we
watched her sense of fun return, along with her colour and smile... The
lessons really engaged her and the boisterously friendly atmosphere made
learning fun. Steiner education at Michael Hall gave us back our daughter,
and a healthy community.”

“Looking back, you really appreciate what you took for granted while at
Michael Hall - so much support, so many different experiences, so many
different ways of learning, so many lifelong friendships.....”

“The good thing about Michael Hall is that the teachers know you so well.
They know what you want to achieve and can teach in a way that
interests you."

“My Uni friends are so jealous when I tell them about the Waldorf
curriculum and all the things I have done as a matter of course.”
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